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Market talk 

The sell-off that started in the US has been supported by positive macro 

developments in other parts of the world. Still, central banks are likely to 

retain a dovish stance, while it will be increasingly difficult to meet the 

constantly rising expectations.  

USD strategy 

The sell-off has finally shown signs of easing, as some economic data 

releases have disappointed and geopolitical risks have boosted bonds. The 

risk picture clearly supports positioning for a move lower in rates. 

EUR strategy 

We expect a dovish Draghi next week and look at flattening front-end 

EONIAs as current sell-off may have pushed rates too high. 

NOK strategy 

The market is most likely not prepared for a major upward revision of the 

rate path by Norges Bank, which we think will come on September 19. 

SEK strategy 

Swedish data has printed on the strong side during the summer, changing the 

perception of the Riksbank. This has removed the market´s pricing of further 

rate cuts, and we find value in front-end flatteners. 

Last line first page (do not remove) 

Chart of the week – Have short-end EUR rates risen too fast? 
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Market talk 
How much higher can we go? 
The sell-off that started as very much driven by US events has been 

supported by macro developments in other parts of the world as well. The 

Euro-zone economy exited recession in Q2, while recent confidence data 

suggest that many of the weaker economies may have started growing in Q3. 

Also, recent data from China suggest that the slowdown in growth seen for 

most of the past three years may finally have come to an end.  

Even though it is not that hard to find arguments supporting the moves we 

have seen, one cannot avoid the thought that the rise in interest rates is 

taking place too fast relative to the strength of the economy. After all, for 

example in the US, many forward rates are currently trading above 4.5%. US 

30-year mortgage rates have jumped by more than 100bps since May, which 

will act as a major brake on the US housing market. Recent mortgage 

application and new home sales data have already hinted at weakening 

momentum for the housing market, although other housing market data have 

been performing better.  

Geopolitical risks have also increased lately, giving a considerable boost to 

bonds, as military actions against Syria by US-led coalition forces looks 

inevitable in the next few days. In the short term, the market will most likely 

price in any strike before the first bomb is dropped, but the risk of a 

prolonged military action and the possible response from Syria and its allies 

certainly has the potential to cause market swings also beyond the very short 

term.  

One can easily argue that by communicating its plans to scale back its bond 

purchases, the Fed has already tightened financial conditions significantly. 

Considering how worried the Fed has been in the past few years about the 

strength of the recovery, and its seeming willingness to rather err on the side 

of keeping policy too loose for too long than tightening prematurely, the 

central bank is likely to be very careful not to push long bond yields much 

higher with its actions. After all, the Fed has already become worried about 

the rise in long term yields.  
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Forwards trading above 

4.5% already… 

Financial conditions 

already tightened notably. .. 

Fig 1 – US housing recovery met obstacles… 

 

 

Fig 2 – … as rates have risen 
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In other words, at the very least the risk picture has changed, as yields have 

been creeping higher. The risk of setbacks in economic data and the Fed 

proceeding more cautiously with its tapering plans compared to current 

pricing outweighs the risk of the Fed proceeding at a faster rate. At the very 

least, it looks likely that when the Fed starts to taper, it will try to 

communicate even more clearly the difference between offering new 

stimulus at a slower pace and actually withdrawing stimulus. One possibility 

for doing this would be to lower the 6.5% unemployment threshold, below 

which it would consider raising rates. 

It is also worth noting that due to the steepening of curves seen, positioning 

for higher rates has become much more expensive because of the negative 

roll-down. Many bearish positions thus lose money even if rates continue to 

rise moderately. 

Forward guidance being questioned 

Central banks have become very keen to give concrete forward guidance to 

markets lately. The Fed has of course been doing it for several years already, 

but the ECB and the Bank of England started doing it only recently. The 

markets, however, do not seem to be listening. 

In fact, for the Fed, the ECB and the Bank of England, the current market 

pricing is more hawkish compared to what the central banks themselves have 

been signaling as the most likely course for interest rates. Despite the 

improvements in data seen, major central banks are likely to retain their 

dovish stance for now, to try to make sure that the recovery is not thwarted 

by higher rates. More verbal interventions thus look likely in the short term, 

which could easily push short market rates lower again. For more on the 

forward guidance given by central banks and their market impact, please see 

“Trust no one”, published August 21. 

 

 

Markets pricing in a 

quicker rise in rates than 

signaled by central banks… 

Central banks to try to talk 

rates lower going 

forward… 

Fig 3 – Pricing becoming more aggressive in EUR 

 

 

Fig 4 – … and for the BoE 
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USD strategy 

Not so fast 
The sell-off pressure has mostly continued in US bond markets for the past 

few weeks, and for instance the 10-year yield made a fresh 2-year high at 

around 2.95% last week, though we have seen a clear move lower since then 

on the back of some negative data surprises and increased geopolitical risks. 

Forward rates, in turn, have increased to a territory that could be 

characterized as more normal. For example the 5Y5Y swap rate was trading 

at above 4.5% earlier this week. Even though this is still clearly below the 

average of around 5.2% since 2000, the current level does not appear as 

exceptionally low anymore and is approaching all time wide levels vs EUR 

(fig 5).  

The steepening of the curve has made short positions more expensive, 

especially in the shorter end of the curve. Whereas the 5Y5Y swap rate is 

priced to increase by some 15bps, the implied change for the 1Y1Y rate on a 

1-year horizon is almost 100bps. The negative roll-down prospect should 

limit the willingness to take on new short positions to some extent. 

 

There is no denying the fact that the economic data have been enjoying good 

momentum lately, suggesting that headwinds for bonds may continue. 

However, as we have seen time and again in the past few years, bumps in the 

road tend to surface every now and then. In addition, current pricing already 

illustrates rather positive expectations. In other words, the data need to keep 

beating constantly rising expectations to warrant a further rise in interest 

rates. 

As market pricing has become more aggressive, the risk picture has changed. 

Fed funds futures currently imply a faster rise in the funds rate compared to 

the FOMC median forecast, with the first hike taking place in early 2015. 

This could easily happen, and even earlier and faster hikes could be 

perceivable, if the next Fed Chairman adopts a more hawkish tone. However, 

it looks more likely that there will be setbacks down the road the monetary 

tightening will be delayed rather than that it would take place faster. 

Similarly in the longer end of the curve, a 10-year Treasury yield close to 
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Beating higher expectations 

increasingly difficult… 

Fig 5 – USD fwds on a widening trend 

 

 

Fig 6 – It costs to be short the USD short-end 
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3% should attract new buying interest, especially as it becomes clear the first 

step the Fed takes in scaling back bond purchases does not automatically 

mean the end of stimulus.  

Similarly in the longer end of the curve, a 10-year Treasury yield close to 

3% should attract new buying interest, especially as it becomes clear that the 

first step the Fed takes in scaling back bond purchases does not 

automatically mean the end of stimulus. 

In addition to early signs that economic data might be losing momentum, 

political risks are on the increase again. Treasury Secretary Lew recently 

estimated that the US would hit its borrowing limit in mid-October, while a 

bill for continuing to fund the federal government must be agreed on by the 

end of September to avoid a government shutdown. With the Republicans 

and the Democrats continuing to have big disagreements, these discussions 

will heat up again in the weeks to come. 

We thus see risks tilted towards lower rates in the short term, but would wait 

for better entry levels after the strong rally seen in the past few days. We 

would thus rather monitor the market for signs of yields stabilising and 

looking for attractive entry levels rather than try to catch a falling knife. 

On the curve, we would note that the slope has been very directional, while 

the forwards are pricing in a flatter curve. A curve steepener, preferably 

targeting the 5-10-year slope, would be a cheap way to bet on a continued 

sell-off. This part of the curve is priced to flatten by around 4bps during the 

next three months. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Risk picture favors 

positioning for lower 

rates… 

Fig 7 – A further rise in rates already in prices 

 

 

Fig 8 – Curve slope rather directional lately 
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EUR strategy 

Opportunities ahead of ECB meeting 
Another uncertain ECB meeting will be at the top of next week´s Euro zone 

agenda. The bank´s situation is similar to that of the BoE, strong data and the 

sell-off in US bonds have pushed rates higher. Forward EONIAs are pricing 

in more than 15bps of tightening during the first half of next year (fig 9), 

corresponding to a tightening of more than half a rate hike by the ECB. This 

seems exaggerated, and in our view doesn´t fairly reflects neither rate hike 

expectations nor the liquidity draining (fig 10). Indeed, last Friday´s LTRO 

repayments were the smallest so far, and the question is whether excess 

liquidity of EUR 150bn will be reached at all before the maturity of the 

repos. That makes a flattener in for instance Dec´13 vs Jun´14 ECB EONIA 

an attractive trade ahead of the meeting. For more on this topic, see “EUR 

Liquidity Watch”, published August 22. 

Trying to talk down rates more explicitly this time could be an alternative for 

Draghi. However, the President was surprisingly clear on that already during 

the August meeting, saying that “current expectations of rate hikes in money 

markets are, according to our assessment, unwarranted”. The reaction in 

rates was surprisingly muted. 

A rate cut would naturally be the easiest way to put a lid on higher rates, but 

data have kept printing on the strong side, reducing the probability of such a 

move. The slowing pace of LTRO repayments could also be welcome news 

as it removes some tightening pressure on short rates. Last weekend´s 

Jackson Hole symposium shed light on the split views within the Governing 

Council, as Bank of Cyprus Governor Demetriades said that rate cuts were 

still on the cards while Bank of Austria Governor Nowotny said that he 

didn´t see much reason for the ECB to cut further. 

We expect a dovish tone from Draghi next week, but merely words and no 

action. However, rate cut expectations may re-surface during the autumn. 

The surprise index seems to be approaching its turning point and deflation 

risks could be back on the table soon (for more on the topic, see “A deeper 

look at Euro-area deflation risks: small but rising”, published June 13). 
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Fig 9 – EONIA curve has turned high and steep 

 

 

Fig 10 – Short EUR rates look high 
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German 5-year swap spreads on the wide side 

During the summer we have seen continued tightening of the periphery vs 

core, bank equities performing (fig 11) and credit indices narrowing (fig 12). 

Still, German swap spreads, in particular in the 5-year point, remain elevated. 

There have been rumours that this is due to significant paying in 5-year 

swaps, as a result of Spain´s bad bank speeding up their asset sale. 

Looking ahead, corporate issuance (receiver interest in swaps) and 

government bond issuance will pick up over the coming weeks (fig 13). In 

addition, the general steepening trend in yield curves should also favour 

tighter swap spreads.  

The wide 5-year point has left the 2s5s swap spread curve trading close to 

ten-year highs (fig 14). We see prospects for flattening, but prefer it as a 

more long-term trade, as there could be a premium attached to swap spreads 

that are more than 1.5 years out in time (remaining time of the LTRO), as 

banks likely will have to cope without loans with such easy terms in a 

“normal” market. 

 

Fig 11 – Swap spread look high vs equities… 

 

Fig 12 – … and vs iTraxx Snr Financials 

 

Fig 13 – Government bond issuance picking up 

 

Fig 14 – Steep 2s5s German swap spread curve 

 

Increased issuance to 

support tightening of swap 

spreads… 
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NOK strategy 

Upside risk to short rates  
 

The market is most likely not prepared for a major upward revision by 

Norges Bank of its interest rate forecast, which we think will come 

September 19. We think that the uptick in inflation in July was not a flash in 

the pan, but a permanent move (for more on this, see “Norway inflation far 

higher than expected”, published August 9).  

 

July inflation was primarily driven higher by a sharp and broadly based rise 

in food prices. Annual growth went from 0.5% to 2.1%. While shop food 

prices have hardly changed since 2009, producer prices in the food industry 

have risen 15%. The only reasonable explanation is pressure on shop 

margins. Our forecasts assume that this effect will wane away and that shop 

food prices will gradually edge higher. In our view, the July reading shows 

that this effect has materialized faster than expected.  

 

The market is no longer discounting a meaningful probability for a cut in 

September (fig 15), but the move higher has been muted. The 2-year swap is 

not higher than it was in the middle of June and has probably not adjusted 

sufficiently on the back of the surprisingly high inflation figures. The 

September meeting should bring an upward revision to the rate path as i) 

Norges Bank should leave its easing bias and moves back on hold and ii) 

brings the first hike closer in time and lift the back end of the rate path. The 

market is not priced for the significant upward adjustment to the rate path 

that we expect and as a result we expect higher short rates in the coming 

month.  

 

We have a model for how the short end should be priced given a particular 

bias from Norges Bank (fig 16). The model is based on the relationship that 

the term premia in the front end varies with the level of long end rates so a 

particular bias from the central bank will result in a steeper money market if 

the overall curve is steeper. The model shows that the current pricing is still 

in line with an easing bias and that an on-hold stance from the central bank 

should lift the 2-year by about 15bp. 

Gaute Langeland 
Chief  Analyst 
Research Norway 
+47 22 48 53 91 
gaute.langeland@nordea.com 
 

Fig 15 – Market not pricing prob. for NB cut 

 

 

Fig 16 – Swap rate model 
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SEK strategy 

Changing perception of the Riksbank  
 

Swedish data has kept printing on the strong side during the summer months, 

in line with both European and US macro. This has removed the market´s 

pricing of further rate cuts by the Riksbank. RIBA futures now price a more 

aggressive repo rate path than the central bank (fig 17).  

 

Signs of a turn-around have emerged particularly in the labor market. While 

the data is volatile, as it usually is during the summer, current trend appears 

somewhat better than what the Riksbank has forecasted (fig 18). Inflation 

appears to have bottomed out, even if long-term inflation expectations below 

2% could be a concern if the decline continues. In addition, the trend of 

stronger data in both the Euro zone and the US has reduced some of the tail 

risks that were present earlier this year. On the negative side was Q2 GDP 

which fell 0.1% in Q2, below expectations. For a summary of the Swedish 

economy during the summer, see our economists´ “A good summer”, 

published August 12. 

 

Regarding market pricing, the first full hike is expected around Q2 2014. We 

look at front-end flatteners, such as Dec´13 vs Jun´14 FRA, currently at 

around 27bps (fig 19). Previously we have also highlighted that the 2s10s 

SEK curve looks flat 2-years forward (fig 20 & 21), which is a trade that 

would benefit in an environment of stable or lower rates. For more on our 

take on this, our Riksbank preview will be out before Thursday next week 

with more details. 

 

Cross market observations 

Sweden still looks cheap in a historical perspective vs Germany (fig 22). 

However, with the different expected growth and central bank trajectories, 

current levels may not be that attractive after all. We keep monitoring 

spreads vs Norway, as the short curve in Sweden has steepened on a relative 

basis (fig 23). In addition, swap spreads in Norway have tightened 

significantly vs Sweden on the increased bond issuance plans (fig 24). 
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Fig 17 – Riksbank pricing 

 

 

Fig 18 – Unemployment better than forecasted 
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Fig 19 – FRA curve steepening 
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Fig 21 – Roll-down on SEK curve 
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Fig 23 – SEK FRA curve has steepened vs NOK 
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Fig 20 – 2s10s, 2y fwd looks flat 
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Fig 22 – Sweden vs Germany 
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Fig 24 – NOK swap spread tightening 
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